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I. Project Objective 
 

The objective of this assignment was to design a control system such that a Parallax BOE 

Bot would follow a separate and second preprogrammed leader BOE Bot.  The figure below 

shows the pre programmed, open loop path of the leader Bot as given. 

 

   
 

 
 

Figure 1.1 – Leader Bot pre-programmed path 
 

 Figure 1.1 shows the path of the leader Bot in red. In this plot, the Bot was started in the 

upper left corner and progressed in a counterclockwise, circular path.  Two stop points and two 

reversal points (CCW to CW and vice versa) are shown.  The Bot repeats this pattern repeatedly 

shortly after its second reversal point. 

 

After the path of the leader Bot was observed, several assumptions and constraints were 

made with respect to the follower Bot’s path.  The first assumption was that the follower Bot 

would not match the velocity of the leader Bot.  The second assumption made was  that the 
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follower Bot  would only track the general path of the leader Bot.  The third assumption was that 

our closed loop control logic code should enable our follower Bot to follow any simple leader 

Bot path (should it change as initially given).  

 
 

II. Approach 
 

Options Considered 
 
At the outset of this project, our group considered two options for the manner in which the 

second bot would follow the leader:  1) an offset path and 2) a follow direct behind path.  These 

two options seemed the most logical and reasonable to pursue in order to meet the project’s 

objectives in the timeframe given.   

In the first approach - “offset path” - the follower Bot would start side by side with the leader 

Bot and mimic the leader Bot’s path.   

In the second scenario - “follow behind”- the follower Bot would follow directly behind the 

leader Bot.  The control logic would prevent collisions by maintaining a minimum distance 

between the Bots.  

 
Issues to resolve 
 

After narrowing the our project scope to the two paths just mentioned, our group recognized 

that the MatLab code for either option chosen would need to consist of the following main 

subroutines: 1) Target detection – image capture of two blobs (one for each Bot), 2) Data 

Acquisition – differentiation and labeling of the leader and follower Bots, 3) Tracking Control 

Law – Directing  the follower Bot’s path based on the behavior of the leader Bot. 

 
III.  Target Detection 
 
Objective 
 

With two Bots appearing in the camera field as shown in figure 2.1, we were able to 

differentiate the leading Bot versus following Bot, and to split the two centroids to determine the 

leading Bot’s path and direction (in this case the possibilities can be: forward-stop-forward, 
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forward-stop-reverse, reverse-stop-reverse, reverse-stop-forward) so that the follower Bot can 

pursue the leader. 

 

 
Figure 2.1 

 
 

Image Processing:   
 

We applied a new technique called “dilation”, as shown in figure 2.2, to help us better 

determine Bot  blobs.  With dilation applied, we were able to set the threshold higher to filter out 

some of the background and surrounding noise, which we couldn’t do without dilation.   

 

 
Figure 2.2 

 
Thus, we obtained great results with this technique. As  result the blobs were more solid and 

consistent.  Blobs areas increased and thus, were easier to detect. 
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Centroids Detection   
 

Our last challenge with image processing was able to pick out two Bot’s centroids 

without mistakenly picking the surrounding noise.   

 

Comparison Method:  Our first attempt was comparing centroids.  First, we picked out 

the largest centroid, and then created another loop to find the 2nd largest centroid.    This method 

didn’t work too well, especially when blobs size were almost the same.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sorting Method:  A 2nd method was carried out, this time we sorted the blobs instead.  

Blob sizes were sorted from largest to smallest, and an index was assigned to each blob.  This 

method worked out really well and more reliable.  There is no loop in this method we also 

avoided any software bug that could contribution to any errors. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

%_____________find centroid of LARGEST blob_____________ 
temp1=0;  
for w=1:m1;  
    if Stat1(w).Area>temp1  
        temp1=Stat1(w).Area;  
        k1=w;  
    end  
X(p)=Stat1(k1).Centroid(1);  
Y(p)=Stat1(k1).Centroid(2);  
end    
%______find centroid of 2nd LARGEST blob_______________ 
temp2=0; 
for z=1:m1; 
    if Stat1(z).Area>temp2 && Stat1(z).Area<temp1 
        temp2=Stat1(z).Area; 
        k2=z; 
    end 

 
sort_values = [
 315    
 
 228     
 
 16     
 

se = strel('ball',4,0); 
qq = imdilate(segim,se); 
qq=bwlabel(qq); 
%__________determine 
centroid_______________  
Stat1=regionprops(qq);  
Area_vector = [Stat1.Area]; 
%__________sort area 
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IV.  Data Association  
  

 When determination of the centroids of the lead and follower Bots was completed, the 

next task was to accurately associate the centroids to the Bots.  

 We used the nearest neighbor method to assign the centroids to the Bots.  The initial set 

of centroids was assigned to the Bots by repeatedly measuring the area of filtered blobs.  It was 

determined that the largest blob area always belong to the Lead Bot. 

 When the Bots began to move, two centroids were detected at each frame.  The distances 

of the current centroids are compared to the lead Bot, the centroid that is closest was assigned to 

the lead and the other cent roid assigned to the follower Bot.  We eliminated the comparison of 

other features of the blob such as major axis length, area, shape, since the Bots are kept apart 

from each other.  If the Bots are in close proximity to each other, the comparison of the 

aforementioned features might be necessary. 

 The following figure is a plot of the roBots’ path overlaid on the background. 

 
Figure 4.1: Nearest Neighbor 

 Distances “a” and “b” are the distance differences between the current centroids and the 

initial centroids.  As shown on the plot, “b” is closer to the red track and thus, was assigned as 

part of the red data set (in this case, the lead Bot). 
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V. Direction Determination 

  

The lead Bot’s path was continuous ly monitored throughout the duration of the program.  

Although the general path of the lead Bot had been surveyed and was somewhat predictable, the 

movement of forward, stop, and backward of the lead Bot had to be determined and appropriate 

commands needed to be sent to the follower Bot in order to mimic the lead Bot’s path. 

 

 A few methods for direction determination were explored: 

 -Distance Method 

 -Zone Method 

 -Angle Method 

 

Distance Method 

 Centroids of the lead Bot from three continuous time instances were extracted and 

compared as indicated below, where d1 and d2 are the distances between the 3 points. 

 
 If the distances are positive, the Bot is moving forward.  But we quickly discovered that 

as the Bot moves, the coordinate system of the frame switched from negative to positive in a 

random fashion, which made the distance method highly unreliable. 

 

Zone Method 

 The second attempted method was to indicate a zone of the traveled path, and define a 

new zone for the subsequent point on the path.  If the point ever penetrates the previously define 

zone, the roBot is moving backward.  However, during some of the backward movements, it was 

observed that the Bot move backward past the predefined zone and was therefore, not detected as 

moving backward. 
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Angle Method 

 The state of the Bot’s movement was accurately determined using the angle measurement 

method.  Three subsequent points on the Bot’s path were used to form a triangle, and the angle at 

the middle point was determined using the Cosine Law.  Since the Bot’s movements suggested 

that when moving forward, the angle is at least 100 degrees or more, and when moving 

backward, it is always less than 90 degrees.  We were able to implement this threshold to 

successful determine the Bot’s moving direction. 
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VI Project Operation 

 When all the various sections were integrated, the follower Bot performed as intended.  

The following is a flow chart of the events: 

 
 

 
VII. Conclusion 
 
Lessons Learned 
 

The offset path of the follower Bot was chosen over the follow direct behind approach for 

two main reasons.  First, in the “direct behind” scenario, the follower Bot  would eventually drift 

away and not follow the leader Bot.  This is due to two main reasons: 1) our group could not 

program the follower Bot to match the speed of the faster leader Bot and as a result, 2) use of an 

orthogonal, normal to path control logic would result in the wandering of our follower Bot from 

the leader due mainly to this speed difference. 

Second, an object avoidance algorithm would need to be programmed in our control 

logic. Although this is possible, it was not within the scope and timeframe of our original task. 
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Recommendations  

For a more robust, continuous tracking follower Bot program, two main features should 

be added to our group’s MatLab code.  The first is an object avoidance algorithm as described in 

the conclusions section. 

Lastly, a more robust control law should be added to enable the follower Bot to track 

closely in the event of sudden reversals or changes in direction.  This might be best 

accomplished by having the vision system first determine what quadrant the leader Bot is relative 

to the follower Bot and then have the follower Bot proceed forward or reverse and then, turn left 

or right. 

 
VIII. Appendix 
 
PROGRAM CODE: 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%This program determines the centroids of 2 Boebots from  
%images and plot Boebot path 
% Open a serial link to the transmitter station 
%%% Close Serial Port if Open%%% 
if exist('s') 
    fclose(s) 
    delete(s) 
    clear s 
end 
%%% Reopen New Serial Port Connection %%% 
s = serial('COM1'); 
set(s,'BaudRate',2400);     %Defaults to 8 bits, no flow control, no parity 
fopen(s); 
%Print Commands to serial Port at 10 Hz 
for n=1:40 
 
    startByte = char(255); 
    speed=32; 
    turn_rate=-13; 
    lByte = char(64 + speed + turn_rate); 
    rByte = char(64 - speed + turn_rate); 
 
    fprintf(s,[startByte lByte rByte]) 
 
    pause(0.1);     %Pause duration is 0.1 second 
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end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%% 
if exist('vid') 
    stop(vid);          %Stop the video object, vid,  
                        % if it exists and is running 
    flushdata(vid);     %Clear video memory 
    delete(vid);        %Delete and clear old video object 
    clear vid; 
end 
 
vidinfo=imaqhwinfo; 
vidinfo=imaqhwinfo('winvideo'); 
vidobject=videoinput('winvideo',1); 
preview(vidobject); 
pause (1); 
 
snap=getsnapshot(vidobject); 
imshow(snap); 
hold on;  
pause (15); 
bkg = double(snap(:,:,2));    %Extract green component 
bkg1=mean(mean(bkg));  
bkgim = abs(bkg - bkg1);  
% bkgread=imread('t0.jpg'); 
% bkg=bkgread(:,:,2); 
% bkg = double(bkg);    %Extract green component 
% bkg1=mean(mean(bkg));  
% bkgim = abs(bkg - bkg1);  
%set threshold value  
thrsd=60;  
dir=1;   %%%%%dir POSITIVE is default, can be forward or reversed. 
 
%%%%%acquire image and store  
for p=1:250 
     
stop=0; 
frame=getsnapshot(vidobject); 
currentim = double(frame(:,:,2));    %Extract green component 
     
currentimz=mean(mean(currentim)); 
currentim=abs(currentim-currentimz); 
 
diff = currentim - bkgim; %bkgGreen is a monochrome background 
avgVal = mean(mean(diff)); 
diffNorm = abs(diff - avgVal); %Correct for Automatic Gain Control 
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segim = diffNorm > thrsd; 
se = strel('ball',4,0); 
qq = imdilate(segim,se); 
qq=bwlabel(qq); 
%%%%determine centroid  
Stat1=regionprops(qq);  
Area_vector = [Stat1.Area]; 
%Sort area vector 
[sort_values, sort_indices] = sort(Area_vector,'descend'); 
index_largest = sort_indices(1); 
index_2nd_largest = sort_indices(2); 
%Centroids  
X1(p) = Stat1(index_largest).Centroid(1); 
Y1(p) = Stat1(index_largest).Centroid(2); 
X2(p) = Stat1(index_2nd_largest).Centroid(1); 
Y2(p) = Stat1(index_2nd_largest).Centroid(2); 
%%%%%store 1st centroid as reference 
if p==1 
    XA(1)=X1(1);YA(1)=Y1(1); 
    XB(1)=X2(1);YB(1)=Y2(1); 
end 
%identify nearest neighbor 
if p>1     
    dist1=sqrt((X1(p) -XA(p-1))^2+(Y1(p)-YA(p-1))^2); 
    dist2=sqrt((X2(p) -XA(p-1))^2+(Y2(p)-YA(p-1))^2); 
    if dist1<dist2 
        XA(p)=X1(p); 
        YA(p)=Y1(p); 
        XB(p)=X2(p); 
        YB(p)=Y2(p); 
    end 
    if dist1>dist2 
        XA(p)=X2(p); 
        YA(p)=Y2(p); 
        XB(p)=X1(p); 
        YB(p)=Y1(p); 
    end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%determine robot direction, if dir is NEGATIVE, bot switched 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%direction 
if p>=3 
    d1=sqrt((XA(p-1)-XA(p-2))^2+(YA(p-1)-YA(p-2))^2); %point 2 - point 1 
    d2=sqrt((XA(p)-XA(p-2))^2+(YA(p)-YA(p-2))^2); % point 3 - point 1 
%     tolerance=abs(d2-d1); 
%     if tolerance<1.25 
%         stop=1111 
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%     end    
    aa=d1; %point 2 - point 1 
    bb=sqrt((XA(p)-XA(p-1))^2+(YA(p)-YA(p-1))^2); % point 3 - point 2 
    cc=d2; %point 3 - point 1 
    theta=acosd((aa^2+bb^2-cc^2)/(2*aa*bb)); 
    if theta <90 
        dir=dir*-1 
        pause(0.5); 
    end 
end 
%Print Commands to serial Port at 10 Hz 
    if dir==1 
        turn_rate=-13; 
        speed=32; 
%             if stop==1111 
%             turn_rate=0; 
%             speed=0; 
%             end 
    else 
        turn_rate=13; 
        speed=-32; 
%             if stop==1111 
%                 turn_rate=0; 
%                  speed=0; 
%             end 
    end 
    startByte = char(255); 
    lByte = char(64 + speed + turn_rate); 
    rByte = char(64 - speed + turn_rate);     
    %Send serial string, including header byte and data bytes to serial port 
    fprintf(s,[startByte lByte rByte]) 
    pause(0.1);     
end 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%determine robot direction 
%%%%%Plot and verify 
plot(XA,YA,'-^r'); 
plot(XB,YB,'-og'); 
hold off;  
 
 


